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The Challenge
Just Play is a leader in the children’s consumer goods industry.  Working with 
the world’s leading children’s entertainment brands including Disney Consumer 
Products, Marvel Entertainment, Twentieth Century Fox and Nickelodeon, Just Play 
manufactures and distributes toys and personal care products to every major mass 
retailer throughout North America and around the world. 
 
Video conferencing isn’t new to Just Play, having adopted the technology over 13 
years ago in an effort to maintain high productivity despite travel restrictions put 
into place after the terrorist attacks of September 11. The systems then were very 
expensive, hard to use and quality was poor.   
 
Four years ago, Just Play invested in two room-based video conferencing systems 
from LifeSize to improve communications between their Los Angeles and Hong 
Kong offices.  Quality was good, but because the systems were still expensive and 
not easy to use, Just Play couldn’t justify deploying the technology throughout their 
organization.  

The Solution
Just Play Products’ President Geoffrey Greenberg knew he had finally found a 
cost-effective video communications solution when he combined Tely HD Pro 
with cloud-based video conferencing service provider Blue Jeans Network.  “The 
capabilities are amazing,” commented Greenberg,  “I can finally afford to roll out 
video conferencing to the field for our remote offices, and all our small meeting 
rooms - and we have a way for people to participate in multi-point video calls even 
when they’re on the road.” 
 
Simple, standards-based interoperability was a key factor for Greenberg.  “Just Play 
uses its Tely HD Pro appliances to call Polycom room-based systems at Disney 
for weekly video calls, where we show and discuss new product designs,” said 
Greenberg.  “Before, we could only use our LifeSize system to connect with Disney, 
limiting participation.  Now, anyone from any location can join the call - we just send 
an email invite.   We’ve resolved both participation and scheduling issues for a real 
gain in productivity.”   
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The Benefits
Just Play also has leveraged its investment in its existing LifeSize systems, so that 
its product marketing team now has a simple way to connect and share information 
on a regular basis, from their headquarters office to remote offices in Florida, 
Pennsylvania and Los Angeles and even to traveling workers using iPads.  Just Play 
also is adding Tely devices to its Hong Kong office and factories in China to enable 
its manufacturing and operations team to make better decisions, faster.  
 
While the tangible gains in productivity are impressive, it’s the qualitative 
improvement in culture that is most impressive to Greenberg.  “Having an 
affordable, quality video conferencing solution has transformed our business”, said 
Greenberg.  “Most communications are video now.  We communicate faster and 
we make better decisions.  With video, I know I’m getting someone’s full attention.  
And to be able to show a product concept visually, instantly, to groups of people in 
different locations, thousands of miles away?  It’s a game-changer.”


